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HERMENEUTICS IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF UKRAINE

Problem statement and its connection with important scientific 
or practical tasks. Hermeneutics, having emerged due to innovations in 
philosophy, is currently used by other humanities, including jurisprudence. 
Hermeneutics (from the Greek ερμηνευω (hermeneutikos) – interpreter) – 
the art of understanding, comprehension, the doctrine of the interpretation of 
signs and understanding of meanings in the form of theory of the art of under-
standing, certain rules (methods, techniques) of interpretation, the art of their 
application, as well as the process of interpretation; organization, process and 
result of such correct reasoning, which actualizes various interpretive meth-
odologies, adequate for understanding a text.

Hermeneutic principles and approaches are harmoniously combined with 
centuries-old legal traditions – because the history of interpretation of legal 
texts dates back at least to the Renaissance, reflected in many schools (glos-
sators, commentators (postglossators), etc.).

Analysis of recent research and publications. Ukrainian jurists suc-
cessfully use hermeneutic tools, paying considerable attention to the study of 
this issue – the article uses the works of Yu. M. Oborotov, P.M. Rabinovych, 
others. Their recommendations on methodological issues were applied to solve 
problematic issues that arise in the process of creating and functioning of 
house, neighborhood, street committees, the study of which was conducted by 
C.A. Yampolskaya, K.K. Kamilov, A.E. Chigir and others. The author of this 
article also has some works on the mentioned topic [1–3].

The aim of the article is to demonstrate how the hermeneutics is used 
in the field of constitutional law based on the self-organized bodies of popula-
tion’s materials and practice.

Yu. M. Oborotov stated that figurative, metaphorical language was histor-
ically primary in relation to scientific terminology, and proposes to use the 
theory of metaphor for a proper understanding of legal texts. In his opinion, 
the task of hermeneutic interpretation is to see in one sense with the help of 
metaphors another, which is born in the process of interpretation [4, p. 129]. 
However, as P.M. Rabinovych aptly noted, "in the legislation the level of 
informativeness of public phrases is much lower than the level of informative-
ness of terminological constructions" [5]. The gaps that arise are filled by the 
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Constitutional Court of Ukraine, courts of general jurisdiction and scholars in 
their doctrinal research, using, inter alia, hermeneutic methods. But the task 
of scientists is also to prevent the emergence of ambiguous terms in the legis-
lation, and, if this has already happened – to identify them in order to suggest 
possible ways to remedy the situation. This article is devoted to this question.

The article uses the theory of metaphor to consider the term "self-organized 
bodies of population" (hereinafter – the SOBPs) in comparison with other terms 
that have been used or are used to name these organs. The author, considering 
the names (titles) that existed in the USSR and Ukraine to denote the SOBPs 
or their counterparts since their inception, argues that most accurately charac-
terizes the house, quarter, etc. committees term "bodies of territorial self-organ-
ization of the population" and not "bodies of self-organization of the population". 
The first part of the article analyzes the terms "self-employment", "self-govern-
ment" and "self-organization" in order to choose the one that best describes the 
house, neighborhood, street, etc. committees. The second part compares the 
term "bodies of territorial self-organization of citizens" with the term for which 
it was changed by the legislator, and which is used at the present stage – with 
the term "bodies of self-organization of the population". The last part of the 
article contains conclusions and prospects for further creative explorations.

The emergence of house, street, neighborhood, etc. committees dates back 
to the early twentieth century. During the period of their existence on the 
territory of the USSR and Ukraine in the legislation they were called:

– bodies of public amateur activity – in the period of 1950 – 1980 – years 
(till then analogues of modern bodies of SON did not have the generalized 
name at all);

– territorial public self–government bodies – a variant that appeared in 
the late 1980s, during democratic transformations, was used in the Law "On 
Local Councils of People's Deputies of the Ukrainian SSR and Local Self-Gov-
ernment" [6] and is still used in the legislation of the Russian Federation;

– bodies of territorial self-organization of citizens – this term was used in 
the Law of Ukraine “On Local Councils of People's Deputies and Local and 
Regional Self-Government” [7] and in normative acts adopted on its basis (for 
example, in the Regulation “On General Meetings of Citizens residence in 
Ukraine” of December 17, 1993, which is still in force);

– bodies of self-organization of the population – a modern version of the 
name of house, neighborhood, street, etc. committees, which is used in the 
Constitution, in the laws "On local self-government in Ukraine", "On bodies of 
self-organization of the population" and in most current regulations.

The term "amateur" C.A. Yampolska defined as follows: "amateur initiative, 
activity, a certain degree of independence in action ... The word ... sometimes 
means unprofessional, but not in the sense of lack of skill, but in the sense 
of occupation, which is not essential for a given person or group of persons" 
[8, p. 63]. A.E. Chigir explains the definition of "amateur" in the context of 
house, street and other committees as follows: "in a broad sense, amateur are 
all public organizations as self-governing associations. But from the middle 
of 50th years the narrower concept of amateur performance for definition of 
concrete organizational forms of social and political activity of masses – forms 
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of public amateur performance came into circulation... In this sense amateur 
performance means not only self-government of the organization, its activity, 
creative search, but also something other order of creation and formation of 
public organizations "[9, p. 11].

The explanations of scientists are quite convincing, and it may seem that 
the term "amateur" is acceptable for use at the present stage. However, the 
disadvantages of this solution are much greater. First, even during Ukraine's 
membership in the Ukrainian SSR, researchers drew attention to the fact that 
in the doctrinal literature "often confuse the bodies of public amateur perfor-
mances with creative associations such as amateur performances" [8, p. 20]. 
Thus, K.K. Kamilov noted that "there is a third meaning of the word" amateur 
"in the sense of" unprofessional ", those related to the field of art" [10, p. 11], 
and apparently that is why he referred the ‘rayon (block)’ committees in cities, 
towns, villages together with amateur folk theaters to such a variety of public 
organizations of workers as amateur organizations [10, p. 179–180]. Second-
ly, when using the term "amateur" to define the bodies of the SOBPs, these 
bodies will be associated with the former house, street and other committees 
of the Soviet era. However, it would be better to get rid of such associations 
because, despite the existence of legal norms that contained certain democratic 
initiatives... it should be noted that they (house, street, etc. committees of the 
USSR. – N.M.) in their activities are not fully reflected the interests of the 
relevant territorial groups, which eventually led to the practical attenuation of 
such public activity and discrediting such initiatives" [11, p. 176].

Thus, in comparison with the term "self-employment", the term "self-or-
ganization" better emphasizes the nature of the dream bodies, because it 
involves independent organization of their work – that is, the initiative to 
create a body, and the order of its work, and its timing – all depends on a 
certain number of people. As for "amateurism", in this term the emphasis is 
on the independent activity of the already established body (although the man-
ifestations of initiative in the creation and / or creation are not excluded).

In the name "territorial public self-government bodies" the term "public" 
causes the greatest argues. After all, the name of the body actually indicates 
the nature of these bodies (public). The legal position of the Constitutional 
Court of Ukraine, which was expressed in one of its decisions from 2008, 
testifies to the fact that the SOBPs have a public nature. However, this view 
seems debatable, and therefore it is hardly worth using the adjective "public" 
when it comes to the SOBPs.

Thus, of the terms "self-employment", "self-government" and "self-organi-
zation", the latter is the most acceptable. The term "self-organization" has a 
"public" – neutral nature. In addition, it is to some extent associated (but not 
identified!) with self-government.

In the legislation of Ukraine, when referring to street, neighborhood, etc. 
committees, the term "self-organization" is used in two versions: "bodies of 
territorial self-organization of citizens" (in regulations adopted before 1996) 
and "bodies of self-organization of the population".

The term "body of self-organization of the population" seems more correct 
because, unlike the term "bodies of territorial self-organization of citizens", the 
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circle of persons entitled to participate in the activities of house, street, etc. com-
mittees is not limited to citizens of Ukraine. After all, the population is people 
who live in one place. The Law of Ukraine “On Bodies of Self-Organization of 
the Population” stipulates that “residents who legally reside in the respective ter-
ritory may elect and be elected to a body of self-organization of the population” 
and prohibits any restrictions on the rights of residents who live in the relevant 
territory, to participate in the relevant body of self-organization of the population 
depending on their race, skin color, political, religious and other beliefs, gender, 
ethnic and social origin, property status, language or other characteristics.

On the other hand, the Great Explanatory Dictionary of the Modern Ukrainian 
Language defines self-organization as: 1) independent organization of one's work 
and behavior; 2) the process during which the organization of a complex dynamic 
system is created, reproduced or improved. Based on this, the self-organization 
of the population – is an independent organization of their work, behavior of 
people (individuals) who live in one place. Thus, the term "body of self-organiza-
tion of the population" carries just such a semantic load. However, researchers 
distinguish between self-organization of the population by interests ("community 
of interests") and self-organization of the population by place of residence ("com-
munity of place"). A.E. Balobanov's proposal is more detailed, according to which 
it is expedient to allocate different types of self-organization of the population in 
accordance with the types of groups of persons who carry it out:

– territorial (neighborhood) self-government, which is based on the com-
munity of the city of residence – house, neighborhood, etc.;

– social – group self-government, which is based on permanent or long-
term membership in one social group (ethnic, religious, age, etc.);

– self-government of professional communities, which is based on belong-
ing to one profession;

– civil self-government within the associations of citizens, which unite to 
solve problems that have city-wide (national) significance [12].

It may seem that A.E. Balobanov really deepened the seemingly simple 
classification of types of self-organization of the population (by interests and 
by the place of residence), further highlighting the self-organization of one 
profession, as well as the same ethnic, religious, age, which enriches the 
capabilities of researchers. However, both added groups are only a kind of 
self-organization by interests: it is unlikely that such associations would have 
arisen if their members did not have common needs, problems, and therefore 
common interests.

Conclusions. Thus, self-organization of the population is an independent 
organization of their work, behavior of individuals living in one place, to meet 
their political, ethnic, professional, religious and other needs. Self-organization 
of the population includes self-organization of the population by interests and 
self-organization of the population by place of residence (territorial self-organiza-
tion of the population) is an independent organization of their work, behavior of 
individuals to meet their needs arising from living within the settlement. Thus, 
the term "bodies of self-organization of the population" is less accurate (broader) 
than the term "bodies of territorial self-organization of citizens", because the latter 
contains an indication of the type of self-organization of the population, which is 
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implemented in the process of creating and operating house, neighborhood and 
other committees. Thus, the term "bodies of territorial self-organization of the 
population" would most fully reflect the essence of these committees.

At the present stage, the term "bodies of self-organization of the population" 
is used to refer to house, street, etc. committees, although the term "bodies 
of territorial self-organization of the population" seems more accurate, which 
would indicate not only self-organization but also its type. Given that in most 
regulations and doctrinal literature the term "bodies of self-organization of the 
population" is used and that the change of the name "bodies of self-organization 
of the population" is not envisaged by the legislator, it seems appropriate to 
unify terminology in all regulations, to introduce a uniform name of the SOBPs. 
Prospects for further research in this direction are seen in the need to clarify 
and unify the normative definitions of the SOBPs in the Law of Ukraine of  
May 21, 1997 "On Local Self-Government in Ukraine" and the Law of Ukraine 
of July 11, 2001 "On Self-Organization Bodies".
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S u m m a r y
Mishyna N. V. Hermeneutics in the constitutional law of Ukraine. – Article.
Hermeneutics, having emerged due to innovations in philosophy, is currently used 

by other humanities, including jurisprudence. Hermeneutics (from the Greek ερμηνευω 
(hermeneutikos) – interpreter) – the art of understanding, comprehension, the doctrine 
of the interpretation of signs and understanding of meanings in the form of theory of the 
art of understanding, certain rules (methods, techniques) of interpretation, the art of their 
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application, as well as the process of interpretation; organization, process and result of 
such correct reasoning, which actualizes various interpretive methodologies, adequate for 
understanding a text.

Hermeneutic principles and approaches are harmoniously combined with centuries-old legal 
traditions – because the history of interpretation of legal texts dates back at least to the 
Renaissance, reflected in many schools (glossators, commentators (postglossators), etc.).

The aim of the article is to demonstrate how the hermeneutics is used in the field of 
constitutional law based on the self-organized bodies of population’s (SOBPs) materials and 
practice.

The use of the term "self-government" is not entirely successful in the name "territorial 
public self-government bodies". After all, according to modern doctrinal concepts, one of the 
conditions for the formation of the rule of law in the country is the division of public power 
into public state and public municipal (self-governing) power. In this case, public state power 
is exercised by the relevant bodies, which, as a rule, belong to one of the branches of state 
power in accordance with the requirements of the concept of its division into legislative, 
executive and judicial. Municipal power is exercised by local governments. Based on this, both 
public authorities (local governments) and public municipal authorities (local governments) 
will function at the level of administrative-territorial units. According to the legislation of 
Ukraine, SOBPs are part of the system of local self-government, but are not bodies of local 
self-government. Thus, the use of the word "self-government" in the name of the SOBPs will 
indicate the system to which the house, street, etc. committees belong, but will be confusing 
because it will facilitate their identification with local governments. In addition, the use of the 
name "territorial public self-government" will characterize the nature of the dream bodies as 
mixed (public – public), which, in the author's opinion, is also not true.

Key words: hermeneutics, hermeneutics method, public law, constitutional law, municipal 
government, territorial collective.

Анотація
Мішина Н. В. Герменевтика в галузі конституційного права України. – Сòàòòÿ.
Гåðìåíåâòèêà, ùî ç’ÿâèëàñÿ çàâäÿêè íîâàö³ÿì ó ô³ëîñîô³¿, â äàíèé ÷àñ àêòèâíî âè-

êîðèñòîâóєòüñÿ ³íøèìè ãóìàí³òàðíèìè íàóêàìè, çîêðåìà þðèñïðóäåíö³єþ. Гåðìåíå-
âòèêà – ìèñòåöòâî ðîçóì³ííÿ, îñìèñëåííÿ, â÷åííÿ ïðî òëóìà÷åííÿ çíàê³â òà ðîçóì³ííÿ  
çíà÷åíü ó ôîðì³ òåîð³¿ ìèñòåöòâà ðîçóì³ííÿ, ïåâíèõ ïðàâèë (ìåòîä³â, ïðèéîì³â) ³íòåð-
ïðåòàö³ÿ, ìèñòåöòâî ¿õ çàñòîñóâàííÿ, à òàêîæ ïðîöåñ ³íòåðïðåòàö³¿; îðãàí³çàö³ÿ, ïðîöåñ ³ 
ðåçóëüòàò òàêèõ ïðàâèëüíèõ ì³ðêóâàíü, ÿê³ àêòóàë³çóþòü ð³çí³ ³íòåðïðåòàö³éí³ ìåòîäîëîã³¿, 
êîëè éäåòüñÿ ïðî ðîçóì³ííÿ òåêñòó.

Гåðìåíåâòè÷í³ ïðèíöèïè òà ï³äõîäè ãàðìîí³éíî ïîєäíóþòüñÿ ³ç áàãàòîâ³êîâèìè ïðàâîâè-
ìè òðàäèö³ÿìè – àäæå ³ñòîð³ÿ òëóìà÷åííÿ þðèäè÷íèõ òåêñò³â ñÿãàє ïðèíàéìí³ åïîõè В³äðî-
äæåííÿ, â³äîáðàçèâøèñü ó áàãàòüîõ øêîëàõ (ãëîñàòîðè, êîìåíòàòîðè (ïîñòãëîñàòîðè) òîùî).

Мåòîþ ñòàòò³ є ïðîäåìîíñòðóâàòè, ÿê ãåðìåíåâòèêà âèêîðèñòîâóєòüñÿ â ãàëóç³ êîíñòè-
òóö³éíîãî ïðàâà íà îñíîâ³ ìàòåð³àë³â òà ïðàêòèêè îðãàí³â ñàìîîðãàí³çàö³¿ íàñåëåííÿ (ÎСÍ).

Вèêîðèñòàííÿ òåðì³íà "ñàìîâðÿäóâàííÿ" íå є ö³ëêîì äîðå÷íèì ó íàçâ³ "òåðèòîð³àëüí³ 
îðãàíè ãðîìàäñüêîãî ñàìîâðÿäóâàííÿ", ÿê ³íêîëè ïðîïîíóþòü ³ìåíóâàòè ö³ îðãàíè. Àäæå, 
çã³äíî ñó÷àñíèõ äîêòðèíàëüíèõ êîíöåïö³é, îäí³єþ ç óìîâ ôîðìóâàííÿ ïðàâîâî¿ äåðæàâè â 
êðà¿í³ є ïîä³ë ïóáë³÷íî¿ âëàäè íà ïóáë³÷íó äåðæàâíó òà ïóáë³÷íó ìóí³öèïàëüíó (ñàìîâðÿä-
íó) âëàäó. Пðè öüîìó ïóáë³÷íó äåðæàâíó âëàäó çä³éñíþþòü â³äïîâ³äí³ îðãàíè, ÿê³, ÿê ïðà-
âèëî, íàëåæàòü äî îäí³є¿ ç ã³ëîê äåðæàâíî¿ âëàäè â³äïîâ³äíî äî âèìîã êîíöåïö³¿ ¿¿ ïîä³ëó íà 
çàêîíîäàâ÷ó, âèêîíàâ÷ó òà ñóäîâó. Мóí³öèïàëüíó âëàäó çä³éñíþþòü îðãàíè ì³ñöåâîãî ñàìî-
âðÿäóâàííÿ. Вèõîäÿ÷è ç öüîãî, íà ð³âí³ àäì³í³ñòðàòèâíî-òåðèòîð³àëüíèõ îäèíèöü ôóíêö³î-
íóâàòèìóòü ÿê îðãàíè äåðæàâíî¿ âëàäè, òàê ³ îðãàíè ì³ñöåâîãî ñàìîâðÿäóâàííÿ. В³äïîâ³äíî 
äî çàêîíîäàâñòâà Óêðà¿íè, ÎСÍ є åëåìåíòîì ñèñòåìè ì³ñöåâîãî ñàìîâðÿäóâàííÿ, àëå íå є 
îðãàíàìè ì³ñöåâîãî ñàìîâðÿäóâàííÿ. Тàêèì ÷èíîì, âèêîðèñòàííÿ ñëîâà "ñàìîâðÿäóâàííÿ" 
â íàçâ³ ÎСÍ âêàçóâàòèìå íà ñèñòåìó, äî ÿêî¿ íàëåæàòü êîì³òåòè áóäèíêó, âóëèö³ òîùî, 
àëå áóäå çàïëóòàíèì, îñê³ëüêè ïîëåãøèòü ¿õ îòîòîæíåííÿ ç ì³ñöåâèìè îðãàíàìè âëàäè  
(ïóáë³÷íî¿ âëàäè). Кð³ì òîãî, âèêîðèñòàííÿ íàçâè «òåðèòîð³àëüíå ãðîìàäñüêå ñàìîâðÿäó- 
âàííÿ» áóäå õàðàêòåðèçóâàòè ïðèðîäó ÎСÍ ÿê çì³øàíó (ïóáë³÷íî-ãðîìàäñüêó), ùî, íà  
äóìêó àâòîðà, òàêîæ íå â³äïîâ³äàє ä³éñíîñò³.
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